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Abstract. Let C be a simple closed Liapounov contour in the complex

plane and A an invertible n x n matrix-valued function on C with bounded

measurable entries. There is a well-known concept of factorization of the

matrix function A relative to the Lebesgue space Lp(C). The notion of local

factorization of A relative to Lp at a point f0 in C is introduced. It is shown

that A admits a factorization relative to Lp(C) if and only if A admits a

local factorization relative to Lp at each point t0 in C. Several problems

connected with local factorizations relative to Lp are raised.

1. Let C be a simple closed Liapounov contour in the complex plane C

bounding the domain D +. For our purposes it will entail no loss of generality

to assume the domain D + is bounded and that the complex number zero is in

D +. The notation D ~ will be used for the domain complement to D + u C

inC U (oo).

An invertible continuous n X n matrix-valued function A (t) (t £ C) is said

to admit a (right standard) factorization relative to the contour C in case

A = A_UA+, where A± are invertible n X n matrix-valued functions that

are analytic on D *, continuous onß±uC and U(i) = diag[r"",..., /"■],

where k, > • • • > k„ are integers called the partial indices of A. Such a

factorization of A is not unique; however, the partial indices k,, ..., k„ are

uniquely determined by A. An analogous definition of left standard factori-

zation is possible. Here we will deal only with right factorization of matrix-

valued functions.

A factorization of the above form does not exist for every invertible

continuous matrix-valued function A, however, there are wide classes of

matrix functions which admit such factorizations. For example, if the entries

in A satisfy a Lipschitz condition of order a (0 < a < 1) on C, then A admits

a factorization relative to the contour C. Moreover, the factors A± have

entries that satisfy a Lipschitz condition of the same order on C [12]. If C is

the unit circle and the entries in A have absolutely convergent Fourier series,
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then the existence of a factorization, with the entries of A± possessing

absolutely convergent Fourier series, is known [9]. Further developments in

the theory of factorization of continuous matrix-valued functions appear in

[7], [8], [1], and [2]. The concept of factorization has many applications. For

example, such a factorization allows one to solve effectively systems of

singular integral equations with continuous coefficients [8], [9] and [12].

Let A (t) (t E C) be an invertible continuous matrix-valued function on C.

The function A is said to possess a local factorization at the point t0 E C in

case there is a neighborhood N of r0 in C and continuous matrix-valued

functions A±ony = NnC such that A = A_A+ on y, where A± admit

holomorphic continuations toN± = D±r\N with det A±(z)¥=0,z E N±.

In [13] and [16] it was established that the continuous matrix-valued

function A admits a factorization relative to the contour C if and only if A

admits a local factorization at each point t0 E C. This allows one to factor

even larger classes of continuous functions than those previously mentioned.

There are more general concepts of factorization of matrix-valued

functions where the entries are assumed to be only bounded measurable

functions on the contour C (here measure will always refer to arc length

measure). These notions of factorization are relative to spaces of functions on

C. This paper is a study of the connections between local factorizations of

these more general type and the respective global factorizations.

2. We now develop the definitions and notations that are necessary to

discuss more general factorizations. Let y be a rectifiable arc in the complex

plane. The notation Lpn(y)[Lpn'"(y)} (1 < p < oo) will denote the usual

Lebesgue spaces (with respect to arc length measure on y) of C-valued

[n X n matrix-valued] functions on y. When the arc y is of Liapounov type,

we define the customary singular integral operator on Lx(y) by

It is well known that the operator S defines a bounded linear operator on

Lp"(y) (1 < p < oo). The notation WLp(y) will be employed for the class of

measurable n X n matrix-valued functions W such that the operator /-»

WSW~xf defines a bounded operator on Lp(y) (1 < p < oo).

Let Q be a bounded simply connected open set in C. It will always be

assumed that the boundary T of Q is a piecewise Liapounov contour. The

class EJQ) (1 < p < oo) consists of those analytic functions /on 8 that

satisfy s\xpk(fTt\f(z)\p\dz\) < oo, where {Tk)f„x is a system of closed

rectifiable contours that eventually surround every compact subset of ¡3. The

notation £«,(&) will be used for the space of bounded analytic functions on Q.

In the next section a discussion is given of the properties of the spaces
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Ep(ü) (1 < p < oo). Here we remark only that an element/ E Ep(9) (1 < p

< oo) has nontangential limiting values at almost every point of V and this

nontangential limit function (still denoted by /) is in Lp(Y). The space

[Lp(T)]+ is the (closed) subspace of Lp(T) consisting of functions which are

nontangential limit functions of elements in Ep(Q) (1 < p < oo). A similar

definition is made for the spaces [Z^iT)]- by considering the analogous

spaces of analytic functions on ñ' = [C — (ñ u T)] u {oo}. We will denote

by Ep'n(Ü)({Lp'n(j:)]±) the space of n X n  matrices with entries from

Ep(V)([Lp(T)T)-
We remark that if C is the Liapounov contour introduced earlier, then the

space [Lp,n(C)]+ coincides with the range of the projector P = \[I + S] on

¿¿•"(C), and [¿/-"(C)]" is the span of the range of the projector Q = \[I -

S] and the constant matrices in Lp'"(C) (1 < p < oo).

Let A be an invertible element in L^"(C),p a fixed real number (1 < p <

oo) and q the conjugate exponent (p~x + q~x = 1). The matrix function A is

said to admit a factorization relative to Lp(C) in case:

(i) A = A_UA+, where A+ E [Lqn> " (C)]+, A_ £ [Lpn'"(C)]~, A~x E

[Lpn-"(C)]+, AZX E[Lf'n(C)]- and U(t) = diag(f>,..., t"°), where k,

> • • • > k„ are integers called the partial indices of A.

(ii) The function A _ is in WL¡¡(C).

Factorizations relative to Lp(C) play a decisive role in the study of the

Fredholm behavior of singular integral operators on Lp(C) of the form

F(x)   r   /(')
(Tf)(x) = E(x)f(x) + -^ / jirzdt,

ITl       Jq I —  X

here E and F are elements in L£"(C) (see, e.g., [10], [15] and [17]). For

example, if A = (E — F)~X(E + F) admits a factorization relative to Lp(C)

of the form A = A _A + (so that the partial indices of A are all zero), then the

operator T is invertible with T ~ ' given by

T~x = (E + F)~X[E + FA_SAZX][E - F]~l.

The form of the operator T ~ ' can serve as an explanation of condition (ii) in

the definition of factorization.

3. Let y be an arc on C andp a fixed real number (1 < p < oo). We will

say the n X n matrix-valued function A± is in [^"'"(y)]* in case y is part of

the boundary of a simply connected domain fi* c D ± (with the boundary of

£2* being a piecewise Liapounov contour) and A ± is the restriction to y of the

nontangential limit function of an element in £7,"'"(Í2±).

Let A be an invertible element in L£"(C),p a fixed real number (1 < p <

oo), q the conjugate exponent and r0 E C. The matrix function A is said to

admit a local factorization relative to Lp at r0 in case the point r0 is in the

interior of a subarc y0 C C and such that:
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(I) A = °A_ °A+ on y0, where °A+ E [Lqn'"(yjy, °A _ E [Lpn-»(yj]~,

°AllE [L;>»(y0)]+ and °AZX G [Lq"-" (y0T.

(II) The function °A _is in WLp(y0).

It is natural to expect that the local factorization defined above would have

the same properties on subarcs of y0. We will see that this is the case. The

proof of this fact will involve the theory of Carleson measures on the unit

disc.

The main result of this paper is the following:

Theorem. Let A be an invertible element in L^"(C) andp fixed (1 < p <

oo). The function A admits a factorization relative to Lp(C) if and only if the

function A admits a local factorization relative to Lp at each point t0 E C.

The proof of the above theorem is presented in §2. §1 deals with

preliminaries. The final section (§3) contains a discussion of the result in this

theorem along with other unsolved local and global problems.

1. Preliminaries.

1. Let ß be a bounded simply connected open subset of the plane with

boundary T a piecewise Liapounov contour which has positive orientation

with respect to ß. In this section we will discuss some properties of the spaces

EJSl) (1 < p < oo). These properties will be used in the next section to prove

the theorem stated in the preceding section. Most of these properties are

discussed in [6] and [11]. We emphasize that the restriction which has been

placed on the boundary of ß implies that ß is a Smirnov domain (see, e.g., [11,

p. 444]). Some of the properties stated below do not hold in case the domain

ß is not Smirnov. The notation <p will be used for a fixed conformai mapping

of the unit disc D onto ß and \¡> will denote the inverse of this mapping. In

case ß = D, we will use the more customary notation Hp for the space E (D)

(1 < p < oo).

The following four properties of the spaces Ep(ti) are well known:

Io. A function/ analytic on ß belongs to Ep(Q) if and only if the function

F(u) = f(<p(a))(<p'(u>))x/p (H < 1) belongs to H" (1 < p < oo). Indeed every

function F in Hp has the form F = f° <p[<p']x/p for some/ G Ep(ti) (1 < p <

oo).

2°. Let/ E Ep(Q,) (I < p < co). The function/has a nontangential limi-

ting value at almost every point of T. Further, the function/defined on T via

these nontangential limiting values satisfies/ G Lp(T). The function/can be

recovered at z G ß from its limiting values on T by Cauchy's integral formula

If  -W) Jf(z) = 7T-T I -dt.
J v '      2-ni JTt - z

Moreover, this latter integral vanishes for z G ß u T.
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3°. A function g E Lp(T) (1 < p < oo) equals a.e. the nontangential limit

function of an element in Ep(Q) if and only if the integral (2iri)~xjTg(t)(t -

z)~xdt vanishes for z £ ß u T. In the case where this latter integral vanishes

for z £ ß u I\ then it defines on ß a function g E Ep(û) whose nontan-

gential limiting values agree with g a.e. on T.

4°. The collection [Zj,(T)]+ (1 < p < oo) consisting of functions in Lp(T)

which are the nontangential limit functions of elements in Ep(Q) is a closed

subspace of Lp(T). In case 1 < p < oo, [Lp(T)]+ is the closure in Lp(T) of the

matrix functions with polynomial entries.

2. It is known that if T (the boundary of ß) is a Liapounov contour, then

the conformai mapping \p is smooth on ß u T (see [11, p. 426]). More

generally we observe:

Let y be a Liapounov subarc of T. The conformai mapping \[> is smooth on

ñ U T in a neighborhood of every point on y.

To see this last remark we proceed as follows. Let t0 be in y. Choose a

subdomain ß0 in ß whose boundary is a Liapounov contour r0 such that r0 is

in the interior of T n T0. Let a be a conformai mapping of iKñ0) onto ^- ^ne

composition a ° \p is a conformai map of ß0 to D and therefore, a ° \p is

smooth on ß0 u T0. Since a is conformai on a neighborhood of an arc of the

unit circle containing \p(t0), then \¡/ must be smooth on ß u T in a neigh-

borhood of t0.

The following question will arise naturally in the ensuing arguments. Let

ß' c ß be a simply connected open set with piecewise Liapounov boundary

T'. Let/ £ Ep(ti) (1 < p < oo). When is the restriction of/to ß' in f/ß')?

The answer is clear when p = oo or in the case where ß' u V c ß. A

subdomain ß' c ß which has the property that whenever / belongs to Ep(ü)

(1 < p < oo), then the restriction of / to ß' is in Ep(W) will be called a

normal subdomain of ß.

We will be concerned here only with the case where Y n T' is an arc y. The

notation y = [r,, r2] will be used to indicate the endpoints /,, t2 of the arc y. It

will always be assumed that the points tx and t2 are in the interior of

Liapounov subarcs of T. As we have observed, this latter condition ensures

that the conformai mapping \¡> is smooth on ß u T in neighborhoods of r, and

t2. The arc T'\y will be denoted by y'.

It follows from property 4° that if there is a constant K > 0 such that

(1) fjf(z)\"\dz\< K^\f(z)\"\dz\

for all/ E ^(ß) (1 < p < oo), then ß' is a normal subdomain of ß.

In view of the Cauchy representation of functions in Ep(Sl) (1 < p < oo), it

is clear that the existence of a constant K such that inequality (1) holds,

depends only on the behavior of y' near the points r, and t2. In fact we can
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consider the following problem. Let y0 be a smooth arc parametrized by tj:

[0, 1] -» C, where tj(í) G ß (0 < / < 1) and r/(l) = t0ET. Assume /0 is in the

interior of a Liapounov subarc. Does there exist a constant K > 0 such that

(2) f\f(z)\P\dz\<Kf\f(z)\P\dz\

for all/G £,(8X1 < p < oo)?

We will presently see that this last question has an affirmative answer. It

follows from property Io that the answer is yes if and only if there is a

constant K > 0 such that

(3) /      |g(z)|>|<^/2V(,-)ff
for all g G Hp (I < p < oo).

A result of Carleson (see, e.g., [6, p. 157]) gives a necessary and sufficient

condition for the existence of a constant K so that (3) holds. We now describe

this result.

Let w be a nonnegative measure on the unit disc D. Let / = {ea: \6 - 90\

< 8} be a subarc of the unit circle and R(I) « {re'9: 1 - 8 < r < 1,

e'9 E I). The measure p is said to be a Carleson measure on D in case

p(R(I))
sup-< 00,

|/| < 2» V\

where |/| denotes the length of /.

The theorem of Carleson establishes that there is a constant K > 0 such

that inequality (3) holds for all g E Hp (1 < p < oo) if and only if arc length

measure on i|/(y0) is a Carleson measure. To see that arc length measure on

rp(y0) is a Carleson measure it is only necessary to realize that the arc vKYo)

near \}/(t0) is either the graph of a smooth function over an arc of the unit

circle containing i//(i0) or the graph of a smooth function over the radius of

the unit circle terminating at «Ki0).

We summarize the above discussion with the following:

5°. Let ß' c ß be a simply connected open set with piecewise Liapounov

boundary V. Assume that r n I" is an arc y = [/,, t2], where r, and t2 are

points in the interior of Liapounov subarcs of T. Then ß' is a normal

subdomain of ß.

2. Proof of the theorem.

1. Throughout this section A will denote a fixed invertible element in

££"(0> P will be a fixed real number satisfying 1 <p < oo and q will

denote the conjugate exponent. In this section we will show that if A admits a

local factorization relative to Lp at each point /0 in C, then A admits a

factorization relative to Lp(C).
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It will be convenient to make the following definition. Let y be a subarc of

C. The matrix function A is said to admit a local factorization relative to Lp

on the arc y in case there are domains ß* c D * with piecewise Liapounov

boundaries r* such that T± n C = y and A = A _A + on y where

(i) A+ E Ef(Q+), A_ £ £/'"(ß-), A~x E £/,n'n(ß+) and AZl £

^"•"(ß-).
(ii) The function A _ is in WL¡¡(y).

As a preliminary step we indicate that if A admits a local factorization

relative to Lp at a point t0 in C, then A admits a local factorization relative to

Lp on an arc y0 containing t0 in its interior. Recall that if A admits a local

factorization at the point tQ £ C relative to L^,, then there is an arc y0 on C

with /„ an interior point of y0 such that A = °A _ °A + on y0 where °A + £

[Ar(Yo)]+> °¿- G [¿/'"(Yo)]-, ^Z1 e [Lpn'"(y0)]+ and «U:1 E [L;-"(y0)]-.

The statements °A+ E [L™(y0)]+ and °AZX £ [L/'n(yo)]+ mean that there

are domains ß,+ c D +, Sl¿ c D + with y0 a subset of the boundaries of fit

(/ = 1, 2) and functions F E Ef(tix+), G E ^"(OJ) such that F=°A +
and G =°/lZ1 on y0. A priori there is no reason to assume the domains ß,+

and ß^ are the same, however, one consequence of property 5° is that by

shrinking y0 (if necessary), then the equality ß,+ = ß/ can be achieved. In

fact one can choose this common domain ß^" so that its boundary in D + is a

polygonal curve. It follows from Privalov's uniqueness theorem (see, e.g., [11])

that the functions F and G are uniquely determined by the values on y0 of

°A+ and °AZX, respectively. Further the function FG belongs to EX'"(Q¿) and

has nontangential limiting values equal to the identity matrix on y0. Again

using Privalov's uniqueness theorem it follows that G = F~x on ß<J". Similar

arguments and assumptions can be made concerning the relationship of the

functions °A _ and °AZX. The reasoning above shows that whenever A admits

a local factorization relative to Lp at a point r0 E C, then A admits a local

factorization relative to Lp on an arc y0 containing t0 as an interior point.

It should be observed that if there exist two local factorizations A =

A_A+ and A = B_B+ relative to Lp on an arc y, then the smoothness

properties of the corresponding factors at interior points of the arc are the

same. More precisely there exists an invertible holomorphic function H on

the interior of y such that A _ = B_H and A+ = H~XB+.

2. We need the following simple lemma on WLp(y).

Lemma 1. Let y be a Liapounov arc. Suppose that W £ WLp(y), where

W £ Lpn'"(y), W~x E L?"'"(y) and H is an invertible nX n matrix-valued

function on y with smooth entries. Then WH is in WLp(y).

Proof. We write WHS(WH)~X = WSW~X + WSKW~X, where K(x, t)

= H(x)[H~x(t) - H-\x)l Since, K(x, t)(t - x)~x is bounded on y X y,
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W belongs to Lpn-"(y) and IF"1 G L?n'"(y), then the operator WSKW~l is

bounded on Lp(y). This completes the proof.

An immediate consequence of the preceding lemma is the following.

Suppose A = A_UA+ is a factorization of A relative to Lp(C). Then the

operator /-» A _SA Z1/ is bounded on Lp(C) if and only if the operator

f^AZxSA + f is bounded on Lp(C). It is not hard to show that the

condition A_ E WLp(C) is also equivalent to the boundedness of the

operator/-* AZxSAZxf on L*(C).

It follows that in the definition of factorization relative to Lp(C) the

condition A_E WLp{C) can be replaced by either of the conditions/-»

AZXSA + fis bounded on Lpn(C) or f-*AllSAZxf is bounded on L¡¡(C).
This last statement is true as well for local factorizations relative to Lp.

3. Next we prove the following.

Lemma 2. Let y, and y2 be open subarcs of C such that y, n y2 ¥= 0. Assume

that A admits a local factorization relative to Lp on both y, and y2. Then A

admits a local factorization relative to Lp on the union ofyx and y2.

Proof. We give the details of the proof only for the case where y, U y2 is

not all of C. The argument for the case where y, u y2 = C is similar. The arc

y(. is part of the boundary of simply connected domains ßf c D *, where the

boundary of ßf are piecewise Liapounov contours (i ■ 1, 2). On y,- we have

that  A = >A_ *A+   where   'A + G E^"(^),   ¡A_ G E;-"(Q-),   *AZx  G

£;-"(ß,+), U:1 e £;-n(ßr) and >a_e wL;(y¡) (/ = i, 2).
On the arc y = y, n y2 we have the identity lA_l 2A_ = XA + 2A + X.

Consider the function

H(z) = \lA+2A + 1(z)'    zeß'+nß2+,

\1AZl2A_(z),    zGßfnßf.

The function H is analytic across a subarc y' of y. To see this choose y' c y

to be part of the boundary of domains ßf c ßf n ßf such that ßf is a

normal subdomain of ßf and ßf. The restriction of H to ßf is in £,"'n(ßf )

and the restriction of H to ß3 is in Ex,n(ß3~). The fact that H is analytic

across y' follows from the Cauchy integral representation of functions in

¿■"'"(ßf). Clearly, we can assume that H is an invertible holomorphic

matrix-valued function in a neighborhood of y'.

Let t0 he a fixed point in the interior of y'. Choose a simple closed contour

C that cuts C perpendicularly at t0 (see Figure 1). Let H' he an invertible

Holder continuous extension of the function H to the contour C which

agrees with H in a neighborhood of t0 on C. We can choose H' so that H'

admits a factorization H' = H_H+ relative to C.
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Figure 1

Define the functions

°A + (z) =
HZx(z)xA + (z),    z E ß,+ n ext(C'),

H + (z)2A + (z),     z £ ß2+ n int(C'),

and

\xA_(z)H_(z),     z

\2A_(z)Hlx(z),    z

a,- n ext(C),

Q2 n int(C').

The function °A + is analytic across the arc of C in D + where H' = H.

Similarly, the function °4_ is analytic across the arc of C in D~ where

H' = H. Using property 5° of the preceding section, we can choose simply

connected domains ^cß* where the boundaries of ßf are piecewise

Liapounov contours containing y0 and such that A = °A _ °A + on y0 with

°A + E E?»(Q¿), °A_ E E;-"(^), °AZx £ £;'n(ßo+) and ^Z1 £ ^"(ßr;).

To complete the proof of the lemma we need only establish that °A _ is in

Wl¿(y¿.
First we remark that the functions H± admit analytic continuations to a

neighborhood y" of t0 where y" c y'. This is because of the fact that H' is

analytic in a neighborhood of t0. We can assume by shrinking to a subarc that

H± are analytic in a neighborhood of y". We denote the arcs y,, y2, y" by

y, = (z0, zx), y2 = (z'0, z'x) and y" = (z2, z3), respectively. If E is a subset of C,
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then ME will denote the operator of multiplication by the characteristic

function of E.

We note that

°A_S°AZX = M^A.S'AI1 +MM0A_S°AIl.

By symmetry it suffices to show that the operator MU>I<¿0A_S0AZX is

bounded on Lp(y0). We write

MM°A_S°AZX = itM9A_S*AZlUM + M^lo)0A_S0AZxMu^.

It follows from the facts °A_ G Lpn'"(y0) and °AZl E L^'n(y^ that the

second operator on the right side of this last expression is bounded. Further,

MM °A_S °AZXMM = MM xA_H_SHZl XAZXMM.

Using the result in Lemma 1 and the fact that lA _ is in WLp(yx) we conclude

that this last operator is bounded on Lp(y0). It follows that °A_ is in

WLp(y0) and this completes the proof.

4. Proof of the theorem. Using a covering argument and the result in

Lemma 2 we arrive at a local factorization of A relative to Lp on the whole

contour C. This means that there are annular regions ßf C D* whose

boundaries consist of C and Liapounov contours C± and a factorization

A = °A_°A+ on C where the functions °A± and 0A + X are analytic on ßf •

Moreover, the domains ßf can be cut into simply connected domains ßf

and ßf by a pair of Liapounov curves perpendicular to C and C ± such that

°A+ E ^"-"(ßf), °A_ E Epn-n(Q,T), °All G Epn-n(Qf) and °AZX G £,"'"(ßf)

(z = 1, 2). Further the function °A _ is in WL£(C).

Choose a Liapounov contour C between C+ and C in Üq which

surrounds C+. We can assume 0 £ fi^". The function °A+ is invertible and

smooth on C. Let °A + = G_ UXG+ be a factorization of °A + relative to C.

The function

X  (Z) = Í UClGZx °A + (z),    z G[ext(C) U C] n D+,

\G+(z), zGint(C'),

is analytic on D*. Further, ÂZX is analytic in D+, Â+ E Lq'"(C) and
ÂZX E Lp'n(C). Using property 3° it is easy to conclude that Â+ E

[L^'"(C)]+ and A~x G ̂ -"(C)]-. Define Â_ =°A_G_UX. The function

Â _ has all the properties of °A _.
Next choose a Liapounov contour C" between C and C_ that surrounds

C. Let Â_ « F_ i/F+ be a factorization of Â_ relative to the contour C". Set

A_ = Â_F~lU~l and A+ = F+Â+. The factorization A = A_UA+ is a

factorization relative to Lp(C). This completes the proof.

We would like to mention that the general scheme of the proof of the

above theorem is analogous to the method used for the factorization relative
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to the contour of continuous functions (see [10, p. 102, p. 406]).

3. Factorization and other problems. An operator T on a Banach space X is

said to be a Fredholm operator in case the range of T is closed and the

dimensions of the kernels of T and T* are finite. It is well known that the

operator T on X is Fredholm if and only if there are bounded operators R

and L such that TR = I + K and LT = I + K', where K and K' are

compact operators.

For the case of singular integral operators on Lp(C) (1 < p < oo) there is

the following description of Fredholm behavior. Let A be in L^¿"(C) and p

be fixed (1 < p < oo). The singular integral operator TA = AP + Q is

Fredholm on Lp(C) if and only if the matrix function A is invertible in

L^"(C) and admits a factorization relative to Lp(C) [15], [17].

There exist local principles in the theory of Fredholm operators (see e.g. [3],

[4], [10] and [14]). An operator T in L^(C) (1 <p < oo) is called locally

Fredholm at the point r0 E C in case there is a neighborhood y0 of t0 on C

and operators R0, L0 such that MyTR0 - My<¡ + K and L0TMyo « My¡¡ + K',

where K, K' are compact operators and Myg denotes the operator of multipli-

cation by the characteristic function of y0. It is known that the singular

integral operator TA on Lp(C) (1 < p < oo) is a Fredholm operator if and

only if the operator TA is locally Fredholm at each r0 in C [14]. Another

approach to this last result and an independent proof (whenp = 2) is in [5].

It is natural to compare for the singular integral operator TA = AP + Q on

ZjJ'iC) (1 < p < oo) the notion that TA is locally Fredholm at a fixed point

l0 E C with the notion that A admits a local factorization at t0 relative to Lp.

The following is an unsolved problem.

Problem 1. Let A be an invertible element in L^"(C), p fixed (1 < p <

oo) and r0 a fixed point in C. Does A admit a local factorization relative to Lp

at t0 if and only if the operator TA = AP + Q on Lp(C) is locally Fredholm

at/0?

As comments on the above problem we make the following remarks. If A is

a function in L^"(C) that admits a local factorization relative to Lp on an

arc y0 containing t0 and if in y0 there are points tx, t2 on different sides of t0

where the function A is continuous, then the operator TA on Lp(C) is locally

Fredholm at t0. Conversely, if the operator TA on L£(C) is locally Fredholm

in a neighborhood of r0 and there are points /, and t2 on both sides of t0 in

this neighborhood where A is continuous, then A admits a local factorization

at t0 relative to Lp. The first remark is proved as follows. We can replace A by

any function that agrees with A in a neighborhood of r0. In this way we can

assume A is continuous everywhere on C except on the open interval y'

between r, and t2 containing r0. It is well known that such an A admits a local

factorization relative to Lp at every point not in y. It follows from the main
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theorem that A admits a factorization relative to LJC) and, therefore, TA is

locally Fredholm at t0. The proof of the second remark made above is similar.

Actually it is not necessary to assume that A is continuous at tx and t2 in the

above remarks. The assumption that A is continuous at r, and t2 could be

replaced by the assumption that A is "locally sectorial" at /, and t2 (see e.g.

[14])-
The above argument leads to the following definition. Let A he an

invertible element in L^"(C),p fixed (1 < p < co) and t0 a fixed point in C.

The matrix function A is said to admit a restricted factorization relative to

Lp(C) at tQ in case one can extend the restriction of A in a neighborhood of /0

to an element A0 in L^"(C) where A0 admits a factorization relative to

Lp(C). The proof of the first remark made above shows that if A admits a

local factorization relative to Lp at t0 and there are points tx, t2 in y0 on both

sides of t0 such that A is continuous at tx, t2, then A admits a restricted

factorization relative to Lp(C) at z0. More generally we ask:

Problem 2. Let A he an invertible element in L£"(C), p fixed (1 <p <

oo) and t0 a fixed point in C. If A admits a local factorization relative to Lp at

t0, then does A admit a restricted factorization relative to Lp(C) at f0?

Similarly, we make the following definition. Let TA = AP + Q be the

singular integral operator on Lp(C) (1 < p < oo) and t0 G C. The operator

TA will be called a restricted Fredholm operator at t0 in case there is an

A0 E L£"(C) such that A « A0 in a neighborhood of t0 and TA is a

Fredholm operator on Lp(C).

Obviously, A admits a restricted factorization relative to Lp at t0 if and only

if TA on Lp(C) is a restricted Fredholm operator at t0.

We raise one final question.

Problem 3. Let TA = AP + Q be a singular integral operator on Lp"(C)

(1 < p < oo) where ^4 G L£"(C) and f0 a fixed point in C. If the operator

TA is locally Fredholm at t0, then is T^ a restricted Fredholm operator at t0l

In conclusion we mention that the above three problems are unsolved when

n = 1 and p = 2. Further the main theorem of the paper is true when one

works on Lp spaces with weights (see e.g. [10]) and the domain D + is multiply

connected.

Added in proof. The authors have given affirmative answers to the three

problems stated in §3 in the case where « = 1 andp = 2. This partial solution

to Problem 1 depends on knowledge of the qualitative behavior of the factors

in factorizations of continuous functions. No analogue of this behavior seems

to be known in the matrix situation.
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